
Understanding Your VS: Recording Techniques

Now that you’ve acquired a Roland VS recorder, it’s time to get down to business and do
some serious recording.  Although, there are no rules in recording, there are definitely
guidelines for achieving a good recording. The end result is a CD, with your music, that
has a professional flare to it.  This guide will help you better understand the concepts
behind recording and how they relate specifically to your recorder.  The VS references
are relative to the models VS-2000CD, VS-2400CD, and the VS-2480CD.  However, the
topic is “Recording Techniques”, and these concepts can be applied to all recorders.

Getting Started

Connections

Connector Types You Need To Know

There’s a range of connector types you’ll encounter as you start to plug things into your
VS’s input and output jacks. The nature of an audio signal passing through a cable isn’t
actually determined by the cable’s connector type- manufacturers of audio equipment
utilize various types of audio connectors in different ways.  The analog inputs on the VS
products come in three flavors: XLR, TRS Phone, and _” Phone Connectors.

XLR connectors, sometimes called “Cannon”, are always used for studio-quality, low
impedance microphones.  The male jack is a three prong connector that inserts into the
female jacks on the VS recorder.
TRS Phone connectors are capable of handling stereo audio, or in the case of the VS
inputs, balanced mono cables.  TRS stands for “tip, ring, sleeve”, which are the points
where the wires in the cable attach to the connector.
_” Phone connectors have only a single band or “ring” around the shaft.  They are
commonly referred to as instrument cables because they are utilized for electric
instruments, such as guitars and basses, synthesizers, samplers and drum machines and
speakers.

Various Other Connectors You’ll Find on the VS:

Phono/RCA:  CD players and turntables typically use phono, or RCA, connectors for
their outputs.  Digital S/PDIF-format connections are also made using RCA connectors,
however, they’re usually colored orange instead of the standard red and white connector.

MIDI:  The VS recorders are MTC and MMC compliant devices.  This gives the
recorder synchronization ability and external transport control functions.  You’ll have
three jacks into which you can plug MIDI cables:

MIDI IN- This jack sends MIDI data from an external device into the mixer.
MIDI OUT-  This jack sends out MIDI data generated by the recorder.



MIDI THRU- This jack passes any MIDI data received by the “MIDI In” jack back out,
unchanged.

Digital (SPDI/F)

Optical: Optical connectors transmit digital audio data through cables as light, using
fiber-optic technology, an extremely reliable form of data transmission.
Coaxial:  RCA-type connectors that are usually gold-plated and have an extra shielding
around wires that transmit stereo signals.



Impedance

All electronic circuits, including cables, have a natural friction-type resistance to free
flowing electricity in the same way that a runner can either run with the wind or against
it.  When connecting outputs to inputs, the impedance between various pieces of gear
should always match.  Connecting a high impedance output into a low impedance input
can cause problems because too much current is being sent.  If you need to connect two
devices with different impedances, then you should use a matching transformer to
convert the impedance of one of the devices.

Balanced vs. Unbalanced

Every piece of gear has either balanced or unbalanced inputs and outputs.  If you are
connecting a balanced output to a balanced input, you should use a balanced cable.
Generally, quarter-inch cables and RCA cables are unbalanced, and XLR or stereo
quarter-inch cables are balanced (three connecting pins instead of two.)

Display

LCD vs. VGA
The LCD display is the screen that is built-in on the VS recorders.  It can either be the
Main display or the Info display.  Once the mouse is activated, it can be used on the LCD
display.
The Roland VS hard disk recorders are equipped with a VGA output that interfaces with
a VGA monitor.  This allows almost every function on the recorder to be performed by a
mouse on a computer screen (purchased separately on VS-2000CD.)  It can either be the
Main Display or the Info Display.

Main Display
The Main Display is the “operation target”.  The operation target is an interactive screen
where all the work is done and in which screen the mouse is active.  All messages appear
here.

Info Display
The Info Display is the screen that is not selected as the operation target.  It serves as a
non-interactive informational display.

Home Display
The Home page is the first screen you see when you create or load a project.  It’s central
to the VS recorders’ operations and gives a comprehensive overview of the project.  Here
are some elements of the Home Display.

Timeline:
The Home page always displays the timeline, which is read from left to right: Hours,
Minutes, Seconds, Frames, Sub-frames; Measures-Beats-Ticks.

Meters Display:
The meters display shows the levels of your signals.  In the VGA monitor interface,



there’s a list of metering to choose from.  Levels are shown in a row of vertically
oriented meters.  Each meter’s signal is shown as a thick black bar that grows taller as
its signal gets louder.

Playlist:
On the bottom half of the Home screen is the “playlist”.  The project playlist shows
you what is on the project’s tracks, and is therefore central to all the track editing
operations.  It shows you a left-to-right list of all of the phrases to be played back in a
project.  The time of the phrase being played correlates to the position of the red
“Now” line on the phrase.

Levels

Input Levels

+4 and -10
Audio equipment produces audio at either +4 dBU or -10dBV level.  If your inputs are
+4, and you connect a -10 signal, the signal will be too quiet.  Likewise, if you plug a +4
signal into a -10 jack, the signal is likely to be so loud it distorts.  The VS recorders
accept both kinds of signals.

Line and Mic Levels
Within the +4 and -10 level ranges are two additional sub-categories of volume:
  -  Mic-level devices, such as microphones, produce a very low-level signal.
  -  Line-level devices, such as mixers, mixdown recorders,  and external effect
processors, produce a considerably louder signal than mic-level devices.
Using the channel input trims can help compensate for any mismatches between mic and
line level signals.

Digital Inputs

Sample Rates
When a digital device converts audio into binary numerical data, it does so by creating a
digital representation of the audio at a particular moment in time; similar to taking a
picture.  This is called a sample.  By creating samples many thousands of times per
seconds, and playing them back just as quickly, the illusion is created of a single stream
of continuous audio.  Most digital devices sample audio 44,100 times per second
(referred to as a 44.1 kHz sample rate) or 48,000 times per second (48 kHz sampling
rate).  When working with digital connections, the device sending the audio and the
device receiving it must be set to the same sampling rate to ensure that the digital data is
transmitted and received correctly.  It’s important to playback digital audio at the same
sampling rate at which it was recorded-otherwise the audio will not play at its original
pitch.  Audio CDs use a  44.1 kHz sampling rate.

Bit Depth
When a digital device changes in signal level, it divides these changes into a specified
number of steps.  The more steps a device allocates for the representation of these



changes, the finer its resolution, which is referred to as “bit depth”.  Digital recording is
often done at a bit depth of 16 or 24 bits.  The main advantage of using a higher
resolution is that additional steps are available for a more accurate rendering of the
quieter parts of the audio.  Audio CD’s have a resolution of 16 bits.

Input Level Meter

The Input Level Meter is located under the title “LMIN” in the Main Display above the
function keys.  If you don’t see it initially, press the PAGE button.  This meter displays
how strong the signal is coming into the VS recorder.  To get a good level, first adjust the
“SENS” knob (input gain), until the “Clip” light is flickering with a steady signal.  Then,
adjust the input level fader until the meter fluctuates somewhere between -12 and -4.

Channels

In the VS recorders, the traditional channel strip functions are contained in a section
called Channel Edit or “CH EDIT”.  Channel strips, or simply, “channels”, provide a set
of tools that allow you to shape the sound of any kind of audio signal.  In addition to
shaping a signal as it makes its way through a channel strip, you can:
- direct it to an internal effect or to an external effect and then back into the channel for
further shaping.
- send a copy of it to an internal or external effect processor.  The processor’s output can
then be routed to a desired destination, such as a track or into a mix.
-  send a copy of it to a headphone or stage amplifier so performers can hear the music.

Signal flow

There is a method to the recording madness; signal flow.  This is the direction, or the
path, the audio travels through the recorder.  It’s important to understand signal flow
because it will help troubleshoot problems, such as routing issues.
The VS recorders are not just recorders, they’re a whole studio in a box.  They contain
A/D and D/A I/O’s (analog/digital converters, input/output device), an Input and Track
Mixer, a hard disk recorder, a series of effects processors, and much more.  In a
traditional studio, cables would be used to connect and send the audio back and forth,
however, in a VS recorder, we use “busses” to get around.
There are basically two methods for sending a signal from one part of the recorder to the
other:
- route, or assign, it to a “bus” that’s connected to the desired destination
-  send it directly to an output jack: “direct outs”
  A “bus” is a pathway down which one or more signals can travel to a common
destination.  Although every bus is essentially the same thing- a pathway-busses are
named for the type of signal they typically carry.  The VS recorders provide the following
busses:

Record- Each of these busses carries signals to one of the hard disk recorder’s tracks.
Master-  This stereo left/right pair of busses carries the main stereo mix to any number of



possible destinations.
Monitor- This left/right pair of busses carries signals to your listening device: monitor
speakers or headphones.
AUX-  “AUX” is short for “Auxiliary Send”.  The eight AUX busses carry signals to the
internal effects.  They can also carry signals to outputs connected to external devices such
as effect boxes or headphone amplifiers.

Mic Theory

Microphone Characteristics

Pick-Up Pattern

Cardioid
Most sensitive to sound coming in front of the microphone

Supercardioid
A unidirectional microphone with a cardioid pattern and an extra pickup at a 115° angle
behind the microphone

Hypercardioid
A unidirectional microphone with a cardioid pattern and an extra pickup at a 115° angle
behind the microphone

Omnidirectional
A microphone that has a wide range and circular polar pattern.  This indicates that the
microphone is equally sensitive in all directions.

Bidirectional
A directional microphone that’s equally sensitive in only two directions.

Frequency Response

The Frequency Response Curve of a microphone demonstrates its audible response over a
20 Hz- 20 kHz frequency range (average human hearing).  Compare this to a flat
frequency response curve, a response equal at all frequencies, and the mic’s curve may
demonstrate whether it emphasizes or deemphasizes certain frequencies.  An emphasis in
a certain frequency range may color the sound, often resulting in a change of tonal quality
from the original signal.

Proximity Effect

Proximity effect is a low-frequency bass boost that occurs within 1” of the microphone.
It’s usually associated with the “popping” of the letters “p” and “b”.  A roll-off filter is
sometimes added to the microphone to even out the bass frequencies so it has a flat, more
natural sounding response.



Dynamic vs. Condenser

Dynamic and condenser microphones are the industry standard when working live sound,
or recording in the studio.
Dynamic microphones are moving-coil mics.  The moving-coil dynamic microphone is
generally a very sturdy, relatively inexpensive and can handle high levels of sound, such
as a live situation or a drum kit.
Condenser microphones are primarily used for studio recording.  They have a better
frequency response over a wider frequency range.  However, they require an additional
+48 voltage, called Phantom Power.  The +48 switch on the VS products is a “soft
switch” located under UTILITY in the “System Parameter” menu.

Mic Modeling
With the VS8F-2 Effects card, the VS recorders can modify the sound captured by a
conventional dynamic microphone causing it to sound as though it had been captured by
an expensive condenser mic or special studio mic.  It can also add proximity effect and
simulate the distance from the sound source.  For example, plug in the Roland DR-20
dynamic microphone, insert the mic simulator, and select “LrgCn” for a large condenser
microphone with flat characteristics used for vocals, narrations, or live musical
instruments.

Mic Placement

As stated earlier, there are no rules in recording.  There are, of course, popular techniques
and laws of physics.  Here are a few techniques, or guidelines, for microphone placement,
but don’t be afraid to try new things!
There are engineers that develop their own style of miking, but here are four fundamental
styles for miking a sound source.

 Close miking- 1”-3’ from the sound source creates a tight, up-front sound quality and
excludes the acoustic environment.
  Distance miking- Distancing the microphone 3’ or more from the sound source
captures less of the direct sound and more of the acoustic environment.  This is helpful
when recording horn sections or choirs.
  Accent miking- Usually this type of miking is utilized for a soloist and the placement is
typically left up to the engineer’s discretion.  A good accent miking should add presence
to the soloist without changing the tonal quality, as well as, the balance in the mix or
ensemble.
  Ambient miking- An ambient miking is one that’s designed to pickup more of the room
or environment sound then the actual sound source.  Usually a stereo pair is used for this
and then mixed in later with the close-miked microphones.

Input Mixer vs. Track Mixer

Each VS recorder contains two mixers: an input mixer and a track mixer.  Both can work
independently, or work as a team.  When performing a normal recording, you’re utilizing
both the input mixer and the track mixer.  The input mixer uses your input connections to



capture the audio and route it to the recorder and various busses.  The track mixer is used
to control the playback of the audio and route it to the various busses, as well as, the
monitor/master bus.

PRE vs POST

The concepts of pre-fade and post-fade are based upon fader control and from where
you wish to send the signal or monitor it.  Just as their names imply, pre-fade relates
to the audio signal before it reaches the fader and post-fade is after the audio signal
goes through the fader.
  The pre-fade setting is most often used when the audio is to be independent from the
fader.  You are able to hear the raw level of the audio signal without using the fader
to alter the level.  Therefore, any fader changes made will not be heard while
monitoring the audio in pre-fade mode.  This setting is invaluable when monitoring
input levels for recording because it allows you to see the actual level of the signal
being recorded.  It can also be used when sending effects to a headphone mix.
  The post-fade setting is more widely preferred as it renders fader control.  Post-fade
allows you to monitor the individual output levels and control the levels of each track.
Also, if you set your effects send to “PST”, you have total control over how much
effect will be returned to a specific track, or the master bus, as well as the level of the
original signal.
  To recap, you want to monitor in pre-fade while recording and monitor in post-fade
while mixing or sending effects.

EZ Routing Explained

EZ Routing screen shows the set up of all the connections that allow signals to travel
within the VS recorders.  EZ routing allows you to interconnect all of your:
  - input channels
  - track channels
  - hard disk recorder tracks
  - Master, FX, and Aux busses
  - FX return channels
  - Direct Paths
Using the EZ Routing screen is similar to directing traffic at rush hour.  In order to
get the audio to its proper destination, it needs to be given a path to follow.  You
create the path by utilizing the EZ Routing screens.  Fortunately, most of these
settings are already taken care of by the default settings in the VS recorders.  For
example, when you first create a Project, all the inputs are routed to the recording
tracks and the master bus is routed to the monitor and master outputs.
There are two EZ Routing screens that are primarily used: the “Track Assign” screen
( “Routing View” for the VS-2000CD) and the “Output Assign” screen.
There are a few ways to use the “Track Assign” screen:
  -  any input can be used to record to any track by connecting a line between the
desired input in the Input Mixer box and the destination track in the Recording Track
box.
  -  to bounce tracks, you assign source tracks in the Track Mixer box to the



destination tracks in the Recording Track box.
  -  when you want to “print” effects, that is record the wet signal, then you want to
connect a line from the desired processor in the FX RTN box and connect it to the
destination track in the Recording Track box.
In the “Output Assign” screen you decide which bus is assigned to which physical
output.  Here are some popular scenarios:
  -  when using the internal headphone jack for independent headphone mixes connect
the PHONES output to the appropriate AUX bus (not available on VS-2400).
  -  when connecting an external processor digitally, connect the D.OUT, or
COAX/OPT, to the appropriate AUX bus.
  -  when using direct outs for all tracks turn Track Direct Out to “ON” (not available
on VS-2000CD).

EZ Routing templates are routing arrangements that can be loaded at any time.  The
presets contain routing templates for surround sound mixing and more, however,
there are user templates that can also be stored.  If you’ve spent a lot of time setting
up the routing for a session and need to do it again in the future, you can save it as a
user template.  When it’s time for the session, load the template and the routing is
already completed!

Using Your Busses

The VS recorders have two main types of important pathways.  Each has its own use:
  -  An AUX bus can carry signals to an AUX output or an FX processor.
  -  A DIRECT path carries a single signal to a selected destination.
In the VS recorders, the AUX bus is used to carry signals to the internal effects, and
any additional outputs.  Although, in the VS-2000CD there’s a separate FX bus that
carries signals to the internal FX processors.  FX busses and AUX busses are
identical in the way they work.  You can link odd/even pairs of FX or AUX busses so
that each pair acts as a single stereo signal.  Linked busses are handy when you’re
sending signals to an internal effect that has discreet left and right signal paths.  This
is also a great tool when you’re using two AUX busses to create a stereo headphone
mix for performers –when the busses are linked, you can control the stereo imaging in
their mix.
Each input, track and FX return channel has its own Direct Path assignment switch
that lets you send its signal to any Direct Path.  There are eight Direct paths from
which to choose.  When the Direct path is routed to the outputs, they’re commonly
referred to as “direct outs”.  This is a popular way to “dump” tracks using analog
cables to other recorders or mixers.

Dynamics Theory

Dynamic processing helps control or enhance natural fluctuations in a signal’s level.
There are three types of popular dynamic processing tools: compressors/limiters, gates
and expanders.

Compressors/Limiters



The device most commonly used for controlling dynamics is a compressor/limiter.  A
compressor/limiter reduces the difference between the loudest part of a performance
and the softest.  There are basically two reasons you want to do this:
- First, if the loudest parts are too much louder than the soft parts, you’d have to
record them at an unacceptably low level so that distortion doesn’t occur at the
loudest parts; if you’re mixing, the quiet parts may disappear in the overall mix.
- The second reason you might want to use a compressor is that it can make a
performance sound tighter and somehow more “record-like” by making its dynamics
more constant.
Here is a brief description of some of the parameters common to most compressors:

Threshold- sets the amplitude level at which the compressor begins to function.  When
the input level is above the threshold value, the compressor begins to work.

Ratio- The ratio control determines the amount of input level to output level.  For
example, 4:1 ratio means that for every 4 dB coming into the compressor above the
threshold setting, 1 dB will be output.

Attack Time- the attack time setting controls how fast the compressor begins to attenuate
the signal after the input signal has gone above the threshold level.

Release Time- The release time controls how long the compressor stays on after the
signal drops below the threshold level.

Output Gain- The output gain is used to adjust the output level of the compressed signal.

A compressor and a limiter are basically the same thing, except that a compressor uses a
ratio of less than 10:1 and a limiter uses 10:1 or higher.  With its higher ratio, a limiter’s
threshold is like a brick wall that the signal will not be able to exceed.

Gates

Gates are devices that turn down a signal when its signal falls below a specified level.
Most commonly, when a gate is closed, it shuts off the signal altogether. Some gates
allow you to merely reduce the signal’s level when it closes to help you duck unwanted
audio without going to the extreme of silencing it altogether.  This is popular with radio
show hosts when they want the music to be quieter while they’re talking.

Expanders

Expanders do basically the opposite of compressor/limiters; they increase the dynamic
range of a performance by exaggerating the differences between the loudest and softest
parts.  An expander can sometimes add a touch of excitement to a dull performance.  It
works by reducing the level of signal that falls below a specified threshold, while
increasing the difference in volume between that signal and any signal that’s louder than
the threshold level.



EQ Theory

Equalization is the process of manipulating the frequency content of an audio signal in
order to change its tonal quality.  Ideally, EQ is used to give each instrument its own
identity in the mix, or in the frequency range.  For example, if we cut at 300Hz on the
bass guitar to reduce some of the “muddiness” and give it some clarity, then we may
want to boost the EQ at 300Hz on the electric guitar.  This way we can focus on the
“sweet spots” of the different instruments and reduce the extraneous material that distorts
the clarity of the mix.  When this concept is applied to the entire recording, the end result
is a well blended mix where the individual instruments can be heard and understood.

Parametric EQ  vs. Graphic EQ

A parametric equalizer is the most flexible type of sweepable EQ because it can freely
change the cutoff frequency, or the bandwidth (Q).  With this type of EQ the frequency
range is separated into 4 different segments, or bands, of frequencies:  Low, Low-Mid,
Hi-Mid, High.
When adjusting the parametric EQ settings on the VS recorders, there is a “gain” and
“frequency” setting for the Low and High frequency bands There’s an additional Q
setting for the Low-Mid and Hi-Mid bands.  The Q is the width of the area around the
selected frequency that will be affected by the changes in gain.  If there is a Q, Gain, and
Freq setting, the EQ is called a fully parametric EQ.
A sweepable EQ is a great tool to have because it’s not always easy to find the desired
frequency for a particular instrument, whether you want to cut or boost.  Therefore,
increasing the gain (+12 on the VS) in a band where you think the desired frequency
might be, and then browsing through the frequencies (sweeping), will help you identify
which one is the desired one.  Once located, adjust the gain appropriately.

A graphic equalizer is primarily used for live mixing.  Although the number of bands can
vary, the graphic EQ in the VS recorder is typically a 10-band EQ.  This particular EQ
divides the frequency range (20Hz-20kHz) into ten different bands.  Each of these bands
has a cut/boost function for the respective frequencies.

Filters

Shelving-  This type of EQ is inserted at either end of the frequency range and tapers to a
preset level then continues until the end of the audio spectrum.  This is most commonly
found on home stereo systems’ bass and treble controls.

High-pass (HPF)-  A high-pass filter allows a signal’s higher frequencies to be heard, or
“pass”, while cutting it’s lower frequencies.  All frequencies above the cutoff frequency
will remain audible, while those below will be silenced.

Low-pass (LPF)-  A low-pass filter is just the opposite of a high-pass filter allowing the
low-end frequencies to “pass” while cutting the higher frequencies above the cutoff.



Band-pass (BPF)-  A band-pass filter combines the effects of a high-pass filter with that
of low-pass filter allowing only the frequencies in between to pass.

Band-eliminate (BEF)-  This filter is commonly called a “notch” filter. This type of
filter boosts or cuts the selected frequency and a tapered range of frequencies above or
below it.

EQ Display

In each of the CH EDIT screens, you can see the channel’s current EQ settings
presented in graphic form, and can turn all of the channels EQ bands on or off with a
single switch.  There’s an interactive display that shows you the settings of the four
band of EQ’s.  Each band is represented by a triangle   You can change a band’s gain
and frequency values on the interactive EQ display with your mouse by dragging its
triangle.

Working with Effects

There are two types of effects used in audio recording: insert effects and loop
(send/return) effects.  On the VS recorders, both types of effects can be applied in the
input mixer and the track mixer- both have access points for each type of effect in the CH
EDIT screens.

Insert FX

When you insert an effect, you’re placing that effect between the source signal and
the signal’s destination.  Once the effect is inserted, the physical characteristics of the
source signal are changed.  Some examples of insert effects include compression,
guitar amp/mic simulators, and the Mastering Tool Kit (MTK) effects.  In the CH
EDIT screen on the VS recorders, the parameter to insert effects in the input or track
mixer is called “FXIns”.  It is important to note that, when using an insert effect, you
are dedicating that effect processor to the channel where you applied the effect.

Send/Return (Loop) FX

When you use an effect in a loop (send/return) configuration, you are splitting your
source signal between its destination and the effects processor.  This gives you a
separate dry signal (the original source signal) and a wet signal (the effect) which
allows you to control the mix of the dry signal and effected signal.  Some examples of
loop effects include reverbs and delays.  In the CH EDIT screen on the VS recorders,
you would utilize the AUX bus to send the dry signal to the effects processor (VS-
2000CD uses the FX bus).  For loop effects, you have the option of sending it pre-
fader or post-fader (pst).

MTK



An audio CD contains just two tracks of audio: a left and a right track.  Therefore,
your project must be mixed down to two V-Tracks called “mastering tracks”.  The
Mastering Room is a time-saving feature where you create mastering tracks.
In the Mastering Room, you can insert any of the Mastering Tool Kit (MTK) effects
onto the Master bus to add the final touch of processing to your mix.  The MTK effect
patches cover a wide variety of mastering situations, and are all fully editable so that
you can customize them for your particular needs.  Each MTK effect is a powerful
stereo effect that requires two effect processors.

Digital Editing

Non-destructive Editing

In analog days, the only way to edit the audio tape was to actually break out the razor
and cut and splice the tape itself-not exactly the most efficient means of editing.  With
the introduction of digital hard disk recording, these problems are now virtually non-
existent.  When you edit audio on a hard disk, you are editing in a temporary memory
buffer (space on the hard drive) and you’re not actually changing your original
recording.  Non-destructive editing works in a way that allows you to make your edit,
listen to the result, and then decide if you want to keep the edited version or restore
the original version.  These original versions are stored as “Undo” levels on the VS
recorders.
The UNDO function allows you to cancel the last performed operation and return
your song to its previous condition. There are 999 levels of Undo, allowing you to
“go back in time” through your recording session to previous versions.

VS-Editing (IN-OUT-FROM-TO)

Digital editing sounds easy but can get a little tricky if you do not understand the
basics.  Every edit you make will need at least a Start and an End point.  In the VS
recorders this is represented by your “IN” and “OUT” times.  For example, if you
want to erase part of a track, you will need to determine what portion of the track you
want to erase.  The IN time would be where you would want to start your erase and
the OUT time would be where you want to stop erasing.  When you perform a track
erase, the area marked by the IN and OUT points is erased and the timing remains
unchanged.
In addition to your IN and OUT times, some edits require more edit points.  These
points are referred to as your FROM and TO times.  Most edits that involve moving
or copying audio to a different track, or a different time, will require a FROM and TO
time.  When performing this type of edit, IN and OUT points are used to select the
portion of the track that will be moved or copied whereas FROM and TO points are
used the determine how and where that portion of the track will be moved.  In other
words, the TO point is the destination for the material between IN and OUT.  The
FROM point, usually relative for working with video, is a location between IN and
OUT that will line up with the TO point after the edit is made.  If not working with
video, or for most edits, the FROM point will be the same as the IN point.



Phrases vs. Regions
Phrases are pre-defined chunks of audio.  They were defined by when you pressed
REC and when you pressed STOP.  You can work with one phrase at a time on each
track, or you can work with phrases on multiple tracks at the same time.
A region is a specified “region” of time in one or more tracks.  With a region you can
specify a time that extends over multiple phrases, or just part of a phrase.  The region
is defined by your IN and OUT points and is the section of audio between them.

In the playlist on the VGA monitor, each edit point is shown as a dotted line with a
flag at its top- these are the edit point flags.  These flags can be moved around to
change the corresponding IN, OUT, FROM and TO times.  As a default the FROM
flag is set at the same location as the IN flag.  Therefore, you won’t see it when it’s
behind the IN flag.

Waveform Editing

There are two ways to view the recorded tracks in the HOME display: phrases and
regions or wave display.  As a default the tracks are viewed in phrases and regions;
however, if you select Wave Display (shift + F5) then you can view the waveform for
that recorded track.  The wave display provides a highly magnified view of a track’s
audio in which you can often literally see the event you’re looking for.  The
waveform in the display is the track’s audio interpreted in graph form.  The graph’s
vertical axis represents volume, or “amplitude.”  Its horizontal axis represents project
time.  By combining different vertical and horizontal zoom settings, you can view the
selected track’s audio with almost any degree of detail.  Use the SCRUB function
when you’re placing edit points for the most precise positioning of the NOW line (red
line).  SCRUB allows you to playback the audio in “slow-motion” to try to isolate a
particular section of the waveform.

There are two types of editing methods on the VGA monitor: using a mouse, or using
the Track menu.
Using the mouse provides fast access to seven of the most common phrase or region
editing operations.  When you edit with a mouse you can select phrases or regions by
clicking and dragging.  You can move them by simply dragging them to desired
locations, or copy them as you drag- a set of placement cursors helps you define the
desired locations.  When you want to perform other editing related operations, a right-
click of the mouse on the playlist opens the Edit Pop-Up menu.  When you select an
operation from the pop-up menu, an edit message appears in which you can use your
mouse to set up the details of the edit (In, Out, From and To) and then execute it.
The Track menu provides parameter-based editing.  When you select an edit
operation from the Track menu you can use the editing buttons on the recorder to
select the desired phrases or regions, set the relevant parameters and execute the
operation.  This form of editing allows you to edit slowly and carefully.  The Track
menu also provides access to some editing operations that aren’t available using the
mouse.
However, the most efficient way to do editing on the VS recorders is to learn both
editing methods and combine them.



MIDI

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface.  It’s a digital language that
communicates with electronic instruments, performance controllers, computers, and other
compatible devices.

Synchronizing

When two MIDI devices are synchronized with each other, one device is always
designated as the “master” and the other the “slave”.  The master unit generates the
timing reference that both devices follow.  The VS recorders can operate as the master, or
the slave.
A timing reference is a kind of message continuously transmitted from master to slave to
keep the devices synchronized.  The VS recorders work with two different timing
references: MTC, and MIDI Clock

MTC (MIDI Time Code) provides a low cost means of sending SMPTE time code (a
video timing reference) through MIDI channels.  It generates a steady pulse from
which MIDI devices can follow.  The time code is displayed in: Hours, Minutes,
Seconds, Frames, Sub-frames.  Both SMPTE and MTC are highly accurate timing
references.

MIDI Clock is similar to MTC, however not as accurate.  It is typically used when
syncing with keyboards because it sends tempo and time signature information used
for creating “sync tracks” and “tempo maps”.

MMC (MIDI Machine Control) is a set of MIDI messages that control the transport
buttons (STOP, PLAY, REC, FF, REW) of an MMC compatible device.  MMC also
contains the information that tells each device the current location of its transport.  On
the VS recorders this location is represented by the red Now line.  MMC is not a form
of sync- it’s about button presses:  When you press PLAY on a master MMC device,
the slave unit acts as if its PLAY button has been pressed as well.  The VS recorders
can be the MMC master or the slave.  In order for MMC to work, the SysEx
transmission or reception switches need to be enabled.

Hard Drive Maintenance

Each disk drive partition in the VS recorders shows up as a separate drive.  The hard
drive, as a default, is formatted in approximately ten gig partitions.  The information on
each drive can be accessed by “listing” the drive.
As with any piece of sophisticated electronic equipment, your hard drive requires a bit of
maintenance from time to time in order to perform at its best.  When you shut down the
VS recorder, make sure you use the proper shut down procedure, instead of just switching
it off.  This will extend the life of your hard drive.



Fragmentation

What is it?
When a VS recorder stores new files, it squeezes them into any bits of space it can
find.  As a result, the data winds up scattered all over the hard drive.  When the data is
stored in such little bits and pieces, the hard drive is said to be “fragmented”.
When the recorder plays back a file from a fragmented hard drive, it has to grab a
little piece from here, another piece from there and so on.  This is much harder than
playing one continuous chunk of data from a single hard drive location, and it takes
more time.  This can slow things down unacceptably and lead to errors during
playback, recording or backup.
Fragmentation is a naturally occurring process for a hard drive used with any
computer or recording device.  Hard drives that record audio are especially prone to
fragmentation due to the start-and-stop nature of recording.

How can I prevent fragmentation?
We strongly recommend you perform the following three-step procedure, in order,
once a month to eliminate any fragmentation on your hard drive before it starts
causing problems:
  1.  Back up all the projects stored on the hard drive
  2.  Perform a Format Drive with Physical Format turned on.
  3.  Recover your projects to the hard drive.

Is my hard drive fragmented?
Your hard drive may be fragmented if:
  - you experience “Drive Busy!” messages
  - you hear pops and clicks when you play back a project
  - the transport controls begin to feel sluggish


